Using Semicircular Sampling to Increase Sea Water/Ice Discrimination Altitude
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Abstract
The rapid development of aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) increases their use, including in polar areas, which are characterized by their remoteness and rather harsh conditions. The dominant trends in airborne radar development are expanding their functionality and increasing the altitude of their applicability. Our study focuses on the functionality enhancement of airborne high-altitude conical scanning radars currently used for circular clouds and precipitation observations as well as for sea wind measurements. Recently, we showed how a semicircular observation scheme, instead of a circular one, can double the maximum applicable altitude of sea wind measurements made with such radars. Here we apply this approach to show how an airborne high-altitude conical scanning radar’s functionality can also be expanded for sea water/ice discrimination within a semicircular observation scheme, again doubling the maximum discrimination altitude compared to circular observations. The discrimination is performed in scatterometer mode using the minimum statistical distance of the measured normalized radar cross sections (NRCSs) to the geophysical model functions (GMFs) of the sea water and ice underlying surfaces. However, as no sea ice GMF is available for the considered horizontal transmit and receive polarization at the Ku band, we instead used a substitute sea ice GMF having the same azimuth isotropic property setting for its NRCSs as the averaged value of the measured azimuth NRCSs within the semicircular observations scheme. Our analysis found that incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° are well suited to our sea water/ice discrimination method, and that incidence angles higher than 30° are preferable as they provide a higher difference in the statistical distance of the measured NRCSs to the sea ice and water GMFs, whereas an incidence angle of 30° provides the highest applicable altitude for sea water/ice discrimination and wind retrieval. We also demonstrated the ability of the sea water/ice discrimination procedure’s implementation for any airborne wind scatterometer or multimode radar operated in scatterometer mode over freezing seas to avoid entirely erroneous sea wind measurement results when a sea ice surface is observed. The obtained results can also be used for enhancing aircraft and UAV radars and for developing new remote sensing systems.
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1- Introduction

Sea ice as well as wind and wave measurements are important parts of environmental monitoring and safe navigation, including over freezing seas [1–3]. For that purpose, various space-borne sensors have been used as the main observers to provide global, nonstop observations for four decades [4]. At the same time, auxiliary observations from shore stations, specially designed buoys, ships, and aircraft are also used as a local complement to improve global measurements by synergy of the various measurement instruments [1, 5].
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The rapid development of aircraft and then unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) allowed them to be used more and more actively, including in polar areas, which are characterized by their remoteness and rather harsh conditions. The development of UAV remote sensing generated new ideas and technologies, realizing their advantages in efficient, safe, and low-cost marine monitoring [6]. Originally, the first UAVs and their instruments were not for remote sensing applications, but now remote sensing instruments have been adopted or specially designed for use on UAVs, including in the marine domain, and so UAVs are becoming the newest observation platform with high mobility, flexibility, efficiency, and low-cost performance [7]. They can be equipped with a number of instruments, depending on their needs and observation requirements. In this regard, it is important to expand the functionality of the installed remote sensing equipment and increase the flight duration and altitude range of the aerial vehicles [8, 9].

An example of such a remote sensing instrument is the High-Altitude Imaging Wind and Rain Airborne Profiler (HIWRAP). This is an airborne conical scanning radar designed for NASA’s (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) high-altitude Global Hawk UAV with a service ceiling of about 20 km [10–12]. It was created to estimate atmospheric winds, tracing clouds and precipitation, retrieve sea wind vectors as a wind scatterometer, and perform 3D mapping of winds and precipitation.

A circular observation scheme is frequently used for airborne sea wind measurements by scatterometers or radars with a scatterometer mode [10, 12–15]. This scheme supports normalized radar cross sections (NRCSs) of the underlying surface with an entire azimuth observation from 0° to 360° at an incidence angle of interest that reveals its azimuthal features and enables reliable sea wind retrieval using an appropriate sea water geophysical model function (GMF) [12, 13, 15]. In previous research, we evaluated sea wind retrieval capability with a circular measurement scheme at incidence angles of 30° to 60° by airborne rotating beam scatterometers in rectilinear flight [16–18] and in circular flight by an FM-CW (Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave) millimeter wave demonstrator system [19], Doppler navigation system [20, 21], and airborne weather radar [22, 23]. These earlier studies proved the feasibility of the circular observation scheme for retrieval of sea surface winds by airborne scatterometer instruments and the scheme’s applicability. However, despite the variety of such airborne scatterometer instruments available nowadays, the application of a circular observation scheme has the same altitude restrictions for them all due to their observation geometry, which assumes the observed area’s diameter should not surpass 15–20 km in accordance with the expectation of homogeneous wave and wind conditions in such an area. For this reason, the maximum altitude limitations are about 17.3, 10, and 5.77 km at incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively [16].

Current trends in airborne radar development are not only in expanding their functionality and integrating their instruments and systems, but also in increasing the maximum altitude of their applicability. Modern manned and unmanned propeller and turbojet aircraft can operate above 20,000 and even 30,000 m [24, 25]. This, in turn, requires ensuring the radars’ operability at these higher altitudes too. In this connection, we recently considered how to use a semicircular measurement scheme instead of typical circular observations for sea wind measurements with a conical scanning radar to increase the maximum altitude of its applicability. We demonstrated the potential to double the maximum altitude of the wind recovery method using a semicircular measurement scheme compared to a circular measurement scheme [26, 27]. As sea wind retrieval is an integral part of the sea water/ice discrimination procedure, we therefore conjectured that a semicircular observation scheme should also significantly increase the maximum possible altitude of sea water/ice discrimination.

In addition to increasing the maximum altitude of the sea wind retrieval method, it is also of great interest to enhance the high-altitude conical scanning radar’s functionality to allow sea water/ice discrimination when the radar operates over freezing seas, in addition to the typical application of HIWRAP for estimating atmospheric winds by tracing clouds and precipitation, retrieval of the wind vector over water, and performing wind and precipitation 3D mapping. For this purpose, we consider here a sea water/ice discrimination method that is based on a significantly different azimuth shape of the water and sea ice NRCSs. Previously, we demonstrated the feasibility of the method for airborne weather radar [28] and satellite-based scatterometers [29, 30]. The decision on whether sea water or ice is observed is made based on the minimum statistical distance, within the observation scheme, of the measured NRCSs to the sea ice and water GMFs. Currently, however, no high-altitude conical scanning radar can provide sea wind and ice measurements in scatterometer mode.

Therefore, in this article, we evaluate the potential for sea water/ice discrimination within a semicircular NRCS observation scheme by an airborne high-altitude conical scanning radar, both to expand the radar’s functionality and to increase the maximum altitude of the sea water/ice discrimination method’s applicability compared to a conventional circular observation scheme.

2- Material and Methods

In this research, we consider azimuth NRCS sampling, sea water/ice discrimination, and the possibility of increasing the maximum altitude of sea water/ice discrimination with regard to a high-altitude conical scanning radar. The conical scanning radar operates in scatterometer mode. A minimum statistical distance of the measured NRCSs to the sea water and ice GMFs is used for the sea water/ice discrimination. Since a suitable sea ice GMF is not available, it is substituted by an azimuth isotropic line with a value of the averaged measured azimuth NRCSs. The semicircular observation scheme is used to increase the maximum altitude of sea water/ice discrimination.
Verification of this approach is performed with the help of simulations. The sea water surface case and the sea ice surface case are considered. For that purpose, we use the right-side NRCS semicircle (Figure 1) with azimuths from 0° to 180°, presented by $N = 37$ azimuth sectors of 5° width, with the generation of 261 “measured” NRCSs and their integration for each azimuth sector. A Rayleigh Power (Exponential) distribution along with the sea water and ice GMFs and an assumption of 0.2 dB instrument noise are used to generate “measured” sea water and ice NRCSs. Simulations are performed for incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° at wind speeds of 2, 10, 20, and 30 m/s.

![Figure 1. Conical scanning radar geometry: $V$ is the current speed of flight; $H$ is the altitude; $\theta$ is the incidence angle; and $\psi$ is the flight direction](image)

The decision about which surface is observed is made in accordance with a sea water/ice discrimination criterion. This criterion is based on two parameters. If the statistical distance of the measured NRCSs to the sea water GMF is less than the statistical distance of the measured NRCSs to the sea ice GMF then a water surface is observed, otherwise an ice surface is observed. However, if these statistical distances are approximately equal, there may be some uncertainty about the discrimination result; a helpful indicator of discrimination reliability is the ratio of the two statistical distances.

### 2-1- Conical Scanning and Sea Wind Retrieval

Conical scanning is in demand not only for a number of current and future space-borne scatterometers, but also for airborne scatterometers and maritime/ground surveillance multimode radars with a scatterometer mode. The generalized geometry of the airborne conical scanning radar is presented in Figure 1. Conical scanning allows circular sampling of azimuth NRCSs of the surface at an appropriate incidence angle $\theta$. Such a conical observation is beneficial for sea surface observations when the near-surface wind vector is measured. To retrieve the wind vector from the measured azimuth NRCSs, a sea water GMF designed for wind detection over water is used. Recently, we have demonstrated how it can be advantageous when the following system of equations, composed for azimuth NRCSs, is used for wind retrieval using various scatterometer instruments [16–18, 26, 27, 31]:

$$
\begin{align*}
\sigma_1^{*} &= GMF(\theta, \psi_1) \\
\sigma_2^{*} &= GMF(\theta, \psi_2) \\
&\vdots \\
\sigma_i^{*} &= GMF(\theta, \psi_i) \\
&\vdots \\
\sigma_{N-1}^{*} &= GMF(\theta, \psi_{N-1}) \\
\sigma_N^{*} &= GMF(\theta, \psi_N)
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

where $\sigma_i^{*}$ is the $i$th-measured NRCS, related to azimuth sector number $i$ with azimuth direction $\psi_i$ relative to the flight direction of the aircraft $\psi_1 = 0^\circ$ if counting starts from the flight direction. The observed NRCS curve is composed of $N$ azimuth sectors with each sector of azimuth width $\Delta\alpha$. Thus, the number of observed sectors (the number of equations in System of Equations 1) depends on the observation scheme and azimuth sector width. The sector number is in the range $i = 1, N$, and $N = 360^\circ/\Delta\alpha$, in a circular observation scheme (when the whole 360° circular NRCS curve is obtained), but $N = 180^\circ/\Delta\alpha + 1$ in a semicircular observation scheme (when a half of the whole 360° circular NRCS curve is obtained). For example, if the azimuth sector has a 5° width, the corresponding circular observation scheme consists of 72 sectors, while the semicircular observation scheme (the right or left semicircle in Figure 1) has 37 sectors only.
If a water surface is observed, the \( \sigma^*(U, \theta, \alpha + \psi_i) \) can be presented as dependent on the wind speed \( U \), incidence angle \( \theta \), azimuth angle \( \alpha \) (the upwind direction corresponds to \( \alpha = 0^\circ \)), and azimuth direction of the sector \( \psi_i \), observed relative to the aircraft’s flight direction \( \varphi \) in accordance with the appropriate sea water GMF, as in the following equation [32]:

\[
\sigma^*(U, \theta, \alpha + \psi_i) = A(U, \theta) + B(U, \theta) \cos(\alpha + \psi_i) + C(U, \theta) \cos(2(\alpha + \psi_i))
\] (2)

where \( A(U, \theta) \), \( B(U, \theta) \), and \( C(U, \theta) \) are the Fourier terms dependent on the wind speed and incidence angle. For example, the coefficients can be presented as \( A(U, \theta) = a_0(\theta)U^{\nu_0(\theta)} \), \( B(U, \theta) = a_1(\theta)U^{\nu_1(\theta)} \), and \( C(U, \theta) = a_2(\theta)U^{\nu_2(\theta)} \), where

\[
a_0(\theta) = 10^{2.47324 + 0.22478\theta + 0.001499\theta^2}
\]
\[
a_1(\theta) = 10^{-0.50593 - 0.11694\theta + 0.000484\theta^2}
\]
\[
a_2(\theta) = 10^{1.63685 - 0.2100488\theta + 0.001383\theta^2}
\]
\[
\gamma_0(\theta) = -0.15 + 0.071\theta - 0.0004\theta^2
\]
\[
\gamma_1(\theta) = -0.02 + 0.061\theta - 0.0003\theta^2
\]
\[
\gamma_2(\theta) = -0.16 + 0.074\theta - 0.0004\theta^2
\] (3)

for a Ku-band GMF at the horizontal transmit and receive polarization [33]. The water GMF defined by Equation 1 is applicable for wind recovery not only for a narrow beam in the horizontal plane or narrow azimuth sector at the NRCS sampling point, but also when the azimuth sector width is up to \( 15^\circ - 20^\circ \) [34, 35]. Thus, in the case of sea water surface observation, the wind speed and upwind direction can be retrieved using Equations 1 and 2. The upwind direction conversion into navigation wind direction \( \psi_{nav,w} \) is performed with the following equation [36]:

\[
\psi_{nav,w} = \psi - \alpha \pm 180^\circ
\] (4)

2-2-Sea Water/Ice Discrimination Criterion

Although the water surface GMF’s shape depends significantly on the azimuth angle (Equation 2) [37], the sea ice GMF’s shape is considered as azimuthally isotropic [38–40]. Therefore, this difference in the azimuth shape of the water and sea ice NRCSs can be a key feature to provide sea water/ice discrimination when the underlying surface is observed with the conical scanning scatterometer. To perform sea water/ice discrimination, both the sea water and ice GMFs must be available for the conical scanning radar operated at the appropriate band, transmit and receive polarization. To discriminate between water and sea ice, a method based on the minimum statistical distance of the measured NRCSs to the sea ice and water GMFs has been used in previous research [38].

Recently, we have also shown this method’s feasibility for airborne weather radar [28], and satellite-based scatterometers [29, 30]. The C-band sea water and ice GMFs for the vertical transmit and receive polarization [39, 41, 42] were used in those cases. The statistical distance of the measured NRCSs to the water and sea ice GMFs were defined as the following sea water \( S_a \) and sea ice \( S_i \) summation results:

\[
S_a = \sum_{i=1}^{N}(\sigma_{a,i}^* - \sigma_{a}^*)^2
\] (5)
\[
S_i = \sum_{i=1}^{N}(\sigma_{i,i}^* - \sigma_{i}^*)^2
\] (6)

where \( i = 1, N \), \( N \) is the number of azimuth sectors observed at different azimuth directions, and \( \sigma_{a,i}^* \) and \( \sigma_{i,i}^* \) are the sea water and ice GMFs closest to the \( \psi \)-measured NRCS, respectively.

From here, the decision about which kind of surface has been observed can be made using the following criterion:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_a < S_i & \rightarrow \text{water surface observed} \\
S_a > S_i & \rightarrow \text{ice surface observed} \\
S_a \approx S_i & \rightarrow \text{discrimination uncertainty}
\end{align*}
\] (7)

2-3-Substitution of Unknown Sea Ice GMF

Unfortunately, the sea ice GMF is not always known for the appropriate band, and transmit and receive polarization. Bearing in mind the isotropic character of the sea ice backscattering azimuth shape [39, 40], here we assumed the unknown sea ice GMF to be as follows:

\[
\sigma_{i,i}^* = \sigma_{i}^*
\] (8)

where:

\[
\sigma_{i}^* = \frac{1}{N}\sum_{i=1}^{N}\sigma_{i,i}^*
\] (9)
2-4-Indicators of Sea Water/Ice Discrimination Reliability

In addition to the absolute values of the sea water and ice summation results, the ratios of the statistical distances can serve as indicators of the discrimination result’s reliability. The ratio of the sea ice and water summation results $\delta_{S_{\text{E}}/S_{\text{W}}}$ can be used to determine whether or not the measured semicircular NRCSs are closer to the sea water GMF than to the ice GMF in a sea water surface scenario:

$$\delta_{S_{\text{E}}/S_{\text{W}}} = \frac{S_{\text{E}}}{S_{\text{W}}}$$

where the ratio of the sea and ice summation results $\delta_{S_{\text{W}}/S_{\text{E}}}$ can be used to determine whether or not the measured semicircular NRCSs are closer to the sea ice GMF than to the sea water GMF in a sea ice surface scenario:

$$\delta_{S_{\text{W}}/S_{\text{E}}} = \frac{S_{\text{W}}}{S_{\text{E}}}$$

If the value of the corresponding ratio is greater than 1, the discrimination is considered more reliable.

2-5-Assumption of Maximum Altitude Increase

Taking into consideration that the maximum altitude of the wind retrieval method with a typical circular observation scheme is about 17.3 km at an incidence angle of 30° and decreases with the incidence angle decrease to 5.77 km at an incidence angle of 60°, here we consider the possibility of sea water/ice discrimination by an airborne high-altitude conical scanning radar with the semicircular observation scheme (the right or left semicircle in Figure 1) to increase the maximum altitude of the method’s applicability. As the maximum altitude of the sea wind retrieval method’s applicability is doubled when a semicircular observation scheme is applied [26, 27], we expected that this scheme will also be advantageous for sea water/ice discrimination as it will similarly allow an increase in the maximum altitude of the discrimination method when using a high-altitude conical scanning radar.

2-6-Methodology Flowchart

The flowchart of our methodology is presented in Figure 2. Following semicircular measurement of radar cross sections, geophysical model functions are calculated for both sea water and sea ice scenarios. The results are summed for both cases and the sea surface is determined by whichever sum is smaller, or an uncertain result is returned if the sums are near equal.

![Flowchart of the methodology](image)
3- Results and Discussion

In previous work, to verify a wind vector retrieval procedure in the case of a semicircular observation scheme, we performed simulations considering the right-side NRCS semicircle with azimuths from 0° to 180° presented by \( N = 37 \) azimuth sectors with a 5° width, generating 261 “measured” NRCSs and integrating them for each azimuth sector [26, 27]. A Rayleigh Power (Exponential) distribution and a sea water GMF by Equations 2 and 3 with an assumption of 0.2 dB instrument noise (currently considered the upper threshold for wind scatterometers) were used. In this paper, we want to similarly verify our sea water/ice discrimination method with semicircular NRCS sampling. Therefore, to be consistent with those previous wind retrieval simulations, here we have used the same given conditions and GMF for the sea water surface case, and in the sea ice surface case, the GMF is provided by Equations 8 and 9.

Circular observations have the advantage of providing all four extrema of the water azimuth’s NRCS curve (consistent with the sea water GMF), but semicircular observations cover only half of the circular NRCS curve, and so only 2 or 3 extrema of the water azimuth's NRCS curve can be available. Therefore, we consider here the worst case of the semicircular sea water azimuth NRCS curve observation with azimuths from 90° to 270° characterized by the lowest difference of the NRCS values between the second (downwind) maximum and (crosswind) minima of the azimuth’s NRCS curve.

During this study, we simulated two scenarios for the observed underlying surface, a sea water surface and a sea ice surface. The simulations were performed for the three particular incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° (corresponding to low, medium, and high incidence angles within a plateau region of the Bragg backscattering predominance mostly used by wind scatterometers [13, 43]) at the particular wind speeds of 2, 10, 20, and 30 m/s (corresponding to low, moderate, high, and extreme wind conditions [15, 44]).

3-1- Sea Water Underlying Surface Scenario

The results of the sea water surface case simulations are shown in Figures 3 to 6.

Figure 3. Sea water surface simulation results at 2 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; \( U \) is the wind speed; \( \alpha \) is the upwind direction; and \( \theta \) is the incidence angle.
Figure 4. Sea water surface simulation results at 10 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; \( U \) is the wind speed; \( \alpha \) is the upwind direction; and \( \theta \) is the incidence angle.

Figure 5. Sea water surface simulation results at 20 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; \( U \) is the wind speed; \( \alpha \) is the upwind direction; and \( \theta \) is the incidence angle.
Figure 6. Sea water surface simulation results at 30 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; $U$ is the wind speed; $\alpha$ is the upwind direction; and $\theta$ is the incidence angle

The summation results obtained for the sea water surface scenario with the help of Equations 5 and 6 are presented in Table 1. The ratios of the sea ice and water summation results in the water surface scenario, which are the discrimination reliability indicators for us, are given in Table 2.

Table 1. Sea water surface scenario summation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind speed</th>
<th>Summation result</th>
<th>Incidence angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 m/s</td>
<td>$S_e$</td>
<td>1.64711·10^-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_o$</td>
<td>1.54923·10^-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m/s</td>
<td>$S_e$</td>
<td>2.88278·10^-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_o$</td>
<td>4.86866·10^-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 m/s</td>
<td>$S_e$</td>
<td>1.74222·10^-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_o$</td>
<td>4.8971·10^-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m/s</td>
<td>$S_e$</td>
<td>1.63578·10^-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_o$</td>
<td>0.22332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sea ice/water summation results’ ratios in the sea water surface scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind speed</th>
<th>Incidence angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 m/s</td>
<td>9.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m/s</td>
<td>16.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 m/s</td>
<td>28.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m/s</td>
<td>13.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These graphs show well the closer fit of the “measured” semicircular NRCSs (asterisks in Figures 3 to 6) to the curve of the sea water GMF (solid line) than to the approximated line of the sea ice GMF (dashed line) at the considered speeds of the sea wind and incidence angles in the case of the water surface scenario, and so the underlying surface is correctly recognized as a water surface by the sea water/ice discrimination method via Equation 7. In Table 2, we can see that the sea ice and water summation results’ ratios significantly exceed the value of 1, and they increase with an increasing incidence angle. Showing the preferability of incidence angles higher than 30° for sea water/ice discrimination (within the considered incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°). This effect can be explained by an increase in the azimuth anisotropy of water backscattering with an increase in the incidence angle [37].

These figures also indicate that wind retrieval by Equations 1 to 3 is fairly accurate, as the wind measurement errors do not exceed 0.22 m/s and 1.4°. Our previous detailed study of wind retrieval by Equations 1 to 3 within the same semicircular observation scheme and conditions gave maximum wind errors of 0.78 m/s and 5.3° in wind speed ranges of 2–30 m/s [27]. Figure 7 shows the wind recovery maximum errors depending on the incidence angle. Their values demonstrate a slight tendency to decrease with an increasing incidence angle. Thus, we can see that the wind errors always remain within the range of typical wind scatterometer errors of ±2 m/s and ±20° [45], proving the feasibility of the semicircle observation scheme for wind retrieval over the sea surface.

Figure 7. Sea wind recovery maximum errors in a semicircular scheme based on our previous simulation results [27]: (a) wind speed maximum error; and (b) wind direction maximum error

### 3-2-Sea Ice Underlying Surface Scenario

Following the sea water-based simulations, we then simulated sea water/ice discrimination within the semicircular scheme in an underlying sea ice scenario. The results of the sea ice surface case simulations are shown in Figures 8-11.

Figure 8. Sea ice surface simulation results at 2 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; U is the wind speed; α is the upwind direction; and θ is the incidence angle
Figure 9. Sea ice surface simulation results at 10 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; $U$ is the wind speed; $\alpha$ is the upwind direction; and $\theta$ is the incidence angle.

Figure 10. Sea ice surface simulation results at 20 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; $U$ is the wind speed; $\alpha$ is the upwind direction; and $\theta$ is the incidence angle.
Figure 11. Sea ice surface simulation results at 30 m/s wind speed and various incidence angles: (a) 30°; (b) 45°; (c) 60°; $U$ is the wind speed; $\alpha$ is the upwind direction; and $\theta$ is the incidence angle

The summation results obtained for the sea ice surface scenario, with the help of Equations 5 and 6, are presented in Table 3. The discrimination reliability indicators in this scenario are the ratios of the sea water and ice summation results in the sea ice surface scenario and are given in Table 4.

### Table 3. Sea ice surface scenario summation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related wind speed</th>
<th>Summation result</th>
<th>Incidence angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_r$</td>
<td>$S_w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 m/s</td>
<td>$1.71443 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.88241 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.14582 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$1.39398 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m/s</td>
<td>$3.87488 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$5.2453 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3.44301 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.48309 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 m/s</td>
<td>$4.93752 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.19843 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4.35806 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.77531 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m/s</td>
<td>$0.16319$</td>
<td>$9.62547 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.09542 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$3.02996 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Sea water/ice summation results’ ratios in the sea ice surface scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind speed</th>
<th>Incidence angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 m/s</td>
<td>14.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m/s</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 m/s</td>
<td>11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m/s</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These results show well the closer fit of the “measured” semicircular NRCSs (asterisks in Figures 8 to 11) to the approximated line of the sea ice GMF (dashed line) than to the curve of the sea water NRCS (solid line) at the considered incidence angles and related speeds of the sea wind in the case of a sea ice surface scenario, and so the underlying surface is correctly recognized as sea ice by the discrimination method via Equation 7. Table 4 shows that the sea water and ice summation results’ ratios significantly exceed the value of 1, and they increase in general with an increase in the incidence angle, again showing the preferable ability of incidence angles higher than 30° for sea water/ice discrimination (within the considered incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°).

3.3- Results Summary

Summarizing the presented simulation results within both scenarios, we can conclude that for all considered values of incidence angles and wind speeds, it is clear that in the case of a sea water scenario, the measured NRCS values coincide with the shape of the sea water NRCS curve and with the shape of the sea ice GMF’s straight line, while in the case of a sea ice scenario, the measured NRCS values coincide much better with the shape of the sea ice GMF’s line than with the shape of the sea water GMF’s azimuthal curve.

As the difference in the azimuth shape between the sea water NRCS curve and sea ice NRCS line is crucial for sea water/ice discrimination by a conical scanning scatterometer, it is essential to provide the largest difference between their shapes. As the sea ice NRCS is an azimuth isotropic curve [40] that looks something like a straight line, the difference is primarily determined by the azimuth shape of the sea water NRCS curve (sea water GMF). From Figures 3 to 6 and 8 to 11, we can see that the difference between the main maximum and minima of the sea water GMF depends on the incidence angle and wind speed. For the simulation results, depending on the sea wind speed, the difference is about 4.0–4.5 dB, 6.5–7.5 dB, and 7.0–10.5 dB, respectively, at incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°. Thus, the lowest difference corresponds to the lowest sea wind speed of 2 m/s at the lowest incidence angle of 30° and increases with an increase in the incidence angle and sea wind speed. Therefore, this difference can be fully used in the circular observation scheme and at incidence angles tending to 60°.

However, in the case of our semicircular observation scheme, the main maximum and at least one minimum may not always be within the observed azimuth semicircle, so this peculiarity must be taken into consideration. Accordingly, our simulations were performed for the worst case of the semicircular sea water observation with observed azimuths from 90° to 270° characterized by the lowest difference between values of the second maximum and minima of the sea water azimuth’s NRCS curve. This value is decisive in providing sea water/ice discrimination using semicircular observations. Depending on the sea wind speed, the considered difference in this worst case of semicircular observations is somewhat lower than in the case of circular observations, being about 2.5–3.5 dB, 2.5–5.0 dB, and 3.0–8.0 dB, at incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively.

Thus, a semicircular observation scheme may be slightly worse at providing the difference in the azimuth shape between the sea water NRCS curve and sea ice NRCS line than a circular observation scheme. Nonetheless, our simulations showed that a semicircular observation scheme combined with our sea water/ice discrimination criterion works well in both sea water and ice scenarios for all considered combinations of incidence angles and wind speeds, as is clearly visible in Figures 3 to 6 and 8 to 11. This outcome is also confirmed by the sea water/ice discrimination indicators, which are much higher than 1 in the appropriate surface scenarios. Table 2 shows that the ratio of the sea ice/water summation results varies from 9.41 to 71.73 depending on the incidence angle and sea wind speed in a sea water surface scenario, and Table 4 demonstrates that the ratio of the sea water/ice summation results varies from 11.25 to 63.07 depending on the incidence angle and sea wind speed in a sea ice surface scenario. Thus, we can see that even at an incidence angle of 30°, the indicators are about 10 times higher than 1, and their further increase with increase of the incidence angle proves the feasibility of our semicircular observation scheme, the sea water/ice discrimination method, and its applicability for a high-altitude conical scanning radar operated in scatterometer mode.

The results in Figures 3 to 6 and 8 to 11 also prove the applicability of our decision to use a substitute sea ice GMF for the shape of the NRCS azimuth line, given that no suitable sea ice GMF is available (or even known). This substitute sea ice GMF has an isotropic azimuth property, and its value is assumed to be equal to the averaged value of the measured azimuth NRCSs within the semicircular observation scheme, which is considered similar to the real sea ice GMF and is sufficient to perform sea water/ice discrimination when a sea ice surface is observed. Of course, if sea water is observed, the value of such a substitute sea ice GMF has nothing in common with the value of the real sea ice GMF, but the substitute sea ice GMF azimuth isotropic properties will still be similar to the real sea ice GMF and can also be successfully used to perform sea water/ice discrimination within a semicircular observation scheme.

Recently, we have shown that a semicircular observation scheme allows doubling the maximum altitude of sea wind retrieval compared to a circular observation scheme [26, 27]. Therefore, since sea wind retrieval is an integral part of the sea water/ice discrimination procedure, a semicircular observation scheme also doubles the maximum altitude of the sea water/ice discrimination method for a high-altitude conical scanning radar. The maximum altitude limitations for semicircular observations are about 34.6, 20, and 11.54 km at the incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively. In contrast to this advantage of semicircular observations, the maximum altitude limitations for circular observations were only 17.3, 10, and 5.77 km at incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° [26, 27].
The results obtained in Figures 8 to 11 also demonstrate the need to implement the sea water/ice discrimination procedure for any airborne wind scatterometer or multimode radar operated in scatterometer mode over freezing seas because their operation over a sea ice surface without such a discrimination option will cause absolutely erroneous results for the sea wind speed and direction. We have also demonstrated in these figures how application of the sea wind retrieval method based on Equations 1 to 3 to sea ice surface observations can result in an arbitrarily wrong wind direction (the given upwind direction was always set to 0° during the simulations).

The NRCS observations should be performed at a constant incidence angle within the observation scheme, and so the antenna of the high-altitude conical scanning radar should be stabilized in the horizontal plane. To start the measurements, a stable horizontal rectilinear flight with a constant altitude and speed of flight should be established. It is necessary to maintain the consistency of the flight parameters during the observations. The measurements are terminated after obtaining the required number of NRCSs for each azimuth sector.

4- Conclusion

This study analyzed the ability to enhance airborne high-altitude conical scanning radar functionality to perform sea water/ice discrimination in addition to its typical cloud and precipitation observations as well as wind measurements. To increase the maximum altitude of the sea water/ice discrimination method, a semicircular observation scheme was applied instead of a circular observation, and this allowed the altitude to be doubled. The sea water/ice discrimination method was based on the minimum statistical distance of measured NRCSs to the sea water and ice GMFs. As a sea ice GMF is unavailable at a Ku-band, we instead substituted the unknown sea ice GMF by the NRCS azimuth line, whose value was defined as the average of the measured azimuth NRCSs within the semicircular observation scheme. Although the value of this substitute sea ice GMF likely differs from the actual but unknown sea ice GMF, it nonetheless has the same azimuth isotropic property, which, as we showed herein, is still sufficient to perform sea water/ice discrimination.

All the considered incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° are well suited to sea water/ice discrimination, although incidence angles higher than 30° are preferable because they provide a higher difference in the statistical distance of the measured NRCSs between the sea ice and water GMFs, while the 30° incidence angle provides the highest maximum altitude of the sea water/ice discrimination and wind retrieval. The maximum altitude limitations for semicircular observations are about 34.6, 20, and 11.54 km at the appropriate incidence angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively. These maximum altitudes in the semicircular scheme are double those of circular observations. Our study also showed an urgent need to implement the sea water/ice discrimination option for any airborne wind scatterometer or multimode radar operated in the scatterometer mode over freezing seas, because their application over sea ice patches without such a sea water/ice discrimination option can give wholly erroneous sea wind measurement results. These research outcomes can contribute to oceanography, meteorology, and navigation applications, the enhancement of aircraft and UAV radars, and the development of new remote sensing systems.
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